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Abstract
Recent policies related to disabled people exemplify a more legalistic approach to governance in South
Korea. In the past two decades, reforms have codified new rights, made rules more detailed and formal,
added fines for rule-breaking, and proceduralized dispute resolution mechanisms. What accounts for
this legalistic turn, which expands the role of law and courts in policy processes? Most explanations
are top-down, emphasizing politicians’ strategies to cope with electoral turnover, judges’ activism, or
the state’s treaty commitments. While not wrong, such explanations overlook the role of civil society
actors. Through qualitative analysis of Korean movement records, policy deliberations, court cases,
interviews, and news coverage related to accessible public transportation and anti-discrimination policy,
I trace how activists and lawyers are contributing to the legalistic turn in governance by demanding
and using more formalized regulations and participatory policy processes. In so doing, civil society
actors are prying open the structure of legal opportunities. This research contributes to broader
scholarship on varieties of legalism, policy diffusion, the judicialization of politics, and political
participation.
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